Ford explorer paint code

Last Updated: July 13, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors
and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. This article has been
viewed , times. Learn more Auto manufacturers assign specific codes to their vehicles' exterior
paint colors. If your Ford needs a touch-up or a new paint job, finding the paint color code in
your vehicle can help you purchase the right kind of paint. If you cannot find the paint code, you
can use your vehicle registration number to find out the correct color. Support wikiHow by
unlocking this staff-researched answer. Next, look below the bar code on the label for the color
code, which is usually marked by 2 digits are letters listed above or next to the words "exterior
paint colors. For tips on using your VIN to determine the paint color code, read on! Did this
summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit
this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
methods. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1 of Look on the driver's side front door
panel. If you open your door and look along the side of the door, towards the bottom you should
see a manufacturer's label. This will contain the color code. Modern manufacturing labels
typically have a barcode printed on them, while older examples may not. Check the driver's side
front door jamb. The majority of Fords will have the manufacture's label on the front door panel.
Open the front car door on the driver's side. Look at the small ridge around the doorframe on
the inside of the car, usually blocked when the door is closed. Locate the color code on the
manufacturer's label. Once you've found the manufacturer's label, you can use this to locate the
color code. The color code is found below the bar code and is usually marked by 2 characters,
which can be either numbers or letters. The 2 digits are listed above or next to the words
"exterior paint colors. They may also consist of a mixture of letters and numbers. Method 2 of In
the event your manufacturer's label is missing, you can use your vehicle identification number
to find your color code. You can either contact the Ford company or look the code up online.
Your VIN is usually listed on the lower left-hand corner of the dashboard, just in front of the
steering wheel. You can read your VIN by looking through the windshield. Check other locations
if the VIN is not under the dashboard. Usually, you should have no problem finding the VIN by
looking through the dashboard. However, if your VIN does not appear there, you can look in a
variety of other locations. The VIN may be listed here. You may also find the VIN near the front
of your car's frame, next to the frame of the windshield. You can try opening your driver's side
door and looking inside the door frame. You may see the VIN roughly where the side-view
mirror would be if the door was closed. You may also see the VIN near where the door latches
closed. Call the Ford company to ask about your color code. As long as you provide the VIN,
someone at Ford should be able to let you know your color code. You can call the Ford
company at Make sure to call sometime between Monday and Friday, as the company is closed
on weekends. Enter your VIN on a website. There are various websites, such as Chipex, where
you can type in your VIN. The website will be able to provide you with your color code based on
your VIN. You may want to call the Ford Company, however, just to double-check that your code
is accurate, as websites you find through an Internet search engine may not be officially
affiliated with the Ford Company. Method 3 of Do a search for an online paint color library.
Fortunately, there are numerous websites that allow you to search for Ford color codes using
basic information about your vehicle. Websites for Ford enthusiasts, such as MustangAttitude.
Enter the year and make of your vehicle. Depending on the format of the color code database
you are using, you may be able to narrow your search by selecting the year, make, and model of
your Ford. In other cases, you may simply be able to browse a list of color codes for each year.
Examine the list of colors in use that year and find the best match. Ask around on communities
such as FordForum. Did you know you can read answers researched by wikiHow Staff? Unlock
staff-researched answers by supporting wikiHow. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 5. Not Helpful 0 Helpful
0. Look for the stickers in the driver's side door jam. The paint code will be listed, then you can
Google the code. Not Helpful 4 Helpful I have a two toned Expedition. I found the code for the
primary color but I can not find the secondary gold color. Any suggestions? Go to Etis. The data
page will appear with all of your vehicle data, including paint code and color name. Not Helpful
16 Helpful 8. Unanswered Questions. How do I pick the color code for my Ford? Include your
email address to get a message when this question is answered. Related wikiHows How to. How
to. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: July 13, Categories: Ford
Vehicles. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Did this article
help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie

policy. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to
our privacy policy. Follow Us. Ready for a personal style upgrade? Discover your look! Take the
Course. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! The color code can be located in
the driver side door jamb. Click here for the Ford paint code location chart and paint code image
example. Pretty easy. Process of getting the right color was pretty simple and it came in at a
reasonable time. I'm very happy with their service. Matched very well on the last 2 jobs. The
color was a perfect match. I'm very happy with it, and would definitely buy again. Excellent
product, matched perfectly. I will be ordering again. Great product! It matches the original color.
Not anyone here had the touchup paint in a spray can to match my Ford Explorer w. Had no
problem getting it from Automotive Touchup. It was a perfect match, turned out great and was
also ease to apply with no runs. Thanks Eugene P. Walker, Louisiana. Great match, great
service! I will be back for all my touch up needs :. Enter your year, make, and model below to
find color matched paint:. Choose your Automotive paint color for your Ford Explorer. Don't see
your color listed? Call We probably have it. Did you choose the wrong vehicle model? Did you
choose the wrong model? If you're still not sure, take a look at our All Ford Models page. Or,
just go to our page dedicated to Ford Touch Up Paint. I will be back for all my touch up needs :
Share your touch up story Oxford White. Dynamic Red Metallic. Mineral Gray Metallic. Dark Blue
Pearl. White Suede. Colorado Red. DX, MA. G2, MA. Redfire Metallic. G3, MA. Pueblo Gold
Metallic. HH, MA. Dark Cherry Metallic. HS, MA. Earth Metallic. JP, MA. Silver Birch Metallic. MA,
PV. White Chocolate Pearl. MA, NL. Orange Frost Metallic. MA, WS. MA, ZY. Vapor Silver
Metallic. A paint code is used to match your color of paint. All Fords have a paint code. Once
you know where to look the code should be easy to find. You will need this to order Ford touch
up paint. The paint will be specific to the color, model, make and year of your vehicle. This is
why you need to confirm the code on your vehicle. Ford vehicles have a label affixed to the
inside on the driver's door. On the label is a two digit code. The code can be letters or numbers.
It will be next to the words "Exterior Paint" or "Ext Pnt" or something similar. Samples are
shown so you can see where the label is located and where the paint code is found on the label.
There are a couple reasons why. First, old paint is bad paint. You do not want to be putting paint
on your car that has been sitting on a shelf, or supply room, for a long time. Second, you want
OEM Ford paint with a color match guarantee. Otherwise, putting on mismatched paint may
make your vehicle look worse than it currently does. There are only a couple OEM
manufacturers of auto paint. They have state of the art machinery used to precisely create the
correct color of paint for your Ford. The company has a color match guarantee to match the
original color of your Ford. The look and quality of paint if excellent and at the same time very
affordable. Recently used Ford paint codes include these descriptions and chip colors. These
are not all available colors and codes - if you do not see yours listed - but the list includes
popular colors recently used by Ford. Small chips and scratches can be quickly fixed with a
paint pen. Paint pens are better suited than aerosol paint to fixing small areas. Mask off the
section of your vehicle so you only apply touchup paint to the section needing repaired. By
making use of a blending technique you can make your touch up work less obvious. Not just
quantity of paint, but additional products to help ensure. Here are common products used for
Ford touch up paint repairs:. You want the area to be painted to be clean and smooth. Aside
from general cleaning, using sandpaper is often the best method for preparing the metal for
painting. For general cleaning make sure the area is clear of dirt, oil, and grease. As with other
paint, primer helps your basecoat, or paint, better adhere to the metal. Primer is applied directly
to the metal and several coats of primer are often used. This is your vehicle paint and what one
normally thinks of when ordering paint. If you want 'red paint' and someone mentions 'red paint
basecoat' - you are talking about the same paint. Basecoat is used over the primer. Nothing else
should be used between the primer and basecoat. Again, several layers of paint should often be
used. These layers will give your paint the gloss that matches the original, surrounding paint
color. Several layers of clearcoat should be applied. The type of Ford touch up paint you
purchase depends on the size of area that needs retouching. For large areas get can s of paint.
If you use a paint gun this is the type of paint you will need. Then there is spray paint. These are
aerosol can that spray paint onto a surface. Due to the nature of aerosol you will want to mask
off and cover areas you do not want to paint. Finally, for small areas there are paint pens. You
should always have a paint pen on hand. Not only for small chips and scratches that commonly
appear from normal vehicle use, but also to ensure small area and edges are properly painted.
These are areas that paint guns, spay paint, or brushes may miss. Paint is a toxic substance.
Read the instructions for using and storing your paint. Some general guidelines you will want to
follow:. Paint fumes are flammable and invisible. If you are in your garage, make sure your
garage door or side door is open. If needed call Get yourself into a ventilated area, such as the

outdoors. When your condition has returned to normal go back to painting, but first adjust the
working area so you have more ventilation. If it is cold this means more than heaters, blowers,
or fans. You need inside to outside air flow so you are not breathing paint fumes. If you get
paint on your skin immediately clean it off. Paint should not be handled if you are pregnant.
Ford produces a wide lineup of cars, sport utility vehicles and trucks. Click Here to Start Your
Order. Click Here for a Graphic. Blue Candy Tint Metallic. Frozen White. Oxford White. Nx Green
Gem 2 Metallic. Molten Orange Tricoat Metallic. Blazer Blue. Steel Blue Metallic. Sterling Gray
Metallic. White Platinum Pearl. Moondust Silver Metallic. Silver Gray Metallic. Blue Flame
Metallic. Ruby Red Metallic. Race Red. Wimbledon White. Blue Jeans Metallic. Ultra Blue
Metallic. MA, UX. Ingot Silver Metallic. MA, UH. Tuxedo Black Metallic. MA, YZ. MA, YG. Medium
Titanium Metallic. Electric Gold Pearl. Light Blue Metallic. Royal Blue. Dark Blue. Kona Blue
Metallic. Norsea Blue Metallic. JL, MA. Dark Toreador Metallic. Kodiak Brown Metallic. Guard
Metallic. Tectonic Silver Metallic. HG, MA. Smokestone Metallic. Green Envy Pearl. Bronze Fire
Metallic. Electric Spice Metallic. H5, HS. Caribou Metallic. Triple Yellow. Pueblo Gold Metallic.
Absolute Black. Magnetic Metallic. Korea Gold Metallic. E3, MA. Arizona Beige Metallic. Dark
Blue Pearl. DCWE, J4. Deep Impact Blue Metallic. Sunset Metallic. Competition Orange. Medium
Brown Metallic. Dark Side Metallic. Karat Gold Metallic. Spirit Blue Metallic. Lunar Sky Metallic.
School Bus Yellow. Panther Black Metallic. Good news! All Ford Explorers should have an easy
to locate code listed on the sticker on the side of the drivers door. This code is your paint color.
The paint code is your key to ensuring you get the right color of paint. Ford uses a LOT of paint
colors - many with only slight variations in shade. These variations will be very noticeable if you
try to touch up paint of one color with another color. Finding the sticker is the easy part. The
harder part is deciphering the sticker to determine amongst the mass of data whichi s your
paint color code. Go Here for a Picture showing s sample sticker and where the paint code you
are looking for can be found. Using the below list of codes, color descriptions and paint chips
you can quickly confirm you have found the right Explorer paint code. They have excellent
direct to consumer pricing. Even better, they make fresh paint for you and guarantee an exact
color match for your Ford Explorer. Few motor vehicle paint manufacturers use quality paint
and have the technology to precisely match vehicle paint colors. AutomotiveTouchup
specializes in the auto industry. Ford does not manufacturer its own paint. Rather, as with many
parts the Ford name may be put on something created by a specialty manufacturer. Instead of
paying a higher dealer markup or paying a middleman, we suggest you go direct with the OEM
manufacturer. This gives you the best pricing and also provides you with a color match
guarantee. Ford, a local dealer or auto store will not give you a guarantee like an OEM paint
manufacturer. Go Here for a Picture. Carbon Black. Light Gray. Sterling Gray Metallic. MA, UJ.
Medium Titanium Metallic. MA, YG. Ultra Blue Metallic. Light Blue Metallic. Royal Blue. LM, MA.
Dark Blue. Norsea Blue Metallic. KR, MA. Agate Black Metallic. Iconic Silver Metallic. Silver
Birch Metallic. JP, MA. Dark Toreador Metallic. JL, MA. Smokestone Metallic. HG, MA. White
Gold Metallic. Blue Diamond Metallic. Magnetic Metallic. F1, MA, W Velocity Blue Metallic. Lucid
Red Pearl. Kodiak Brown Metallic. Medium Brown Metallic. Silver Spruce Metallic. Rich Coppe
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r Metallic. Atlas Blue Metallic. Star White Pearl. Arizona Beige Metallic. AQ, MA. Oxford White.
Silver Gray Metallic. Burgundy Velvet Metallic. Cinnamon Glaze Metallic. Ruby Red Metallic.
Platinum Dune Pearl. Ingot Silver Metallic. White Platinum Pearl. Absolute Black. E3, MA. F1,
MA. E4, MA, W Blue Jeans Metallic. Smoked Quartz Metallic. Canyon Ridge Metallic. MA, YZ.
Caribou Metallic. H5, HS. Bronze Fire Metallic. Guard Metallic. Tuxedo Black Metallic. MA, UA.
Deep Impact Blue Metallic. Dark Side Metallic. Light Ice Blue Metallic. LS, MA. Sunset Metallic.
Ginger Ale Metallic. White Suede. Red Candy Tint Metallic. Kona Blue Metallic. Golden Bronze
Metallic. JQ, V7. Cinnamon Metallic. Bordeaux Reserve Metallic. FQ, MA. Dark Blue Pearl. DX,
MA. Red Candy 2 Metallic. Gold Leaf Metallic. MA, UG. Toreador Red Metallic. FL, MA. Blue
Flame Metallic. MA, SZ. Brilliant Silver Metallic. MA, UI. Monterey Metallic. MA, T9. Dark Copper
Metallic. MA, T5. Sangria Red Metallic. JV, MA. Colorado Red.

